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Schools are not permitted to rescore any of the open-ended questions (CRQs, Enduring Issues Essay) on this exam after each question has been rated the required number of times as specified in the rating guide, regardless of the final exam score. Schools are required to ensure that the raw scores have been added correctly and that the resulting scale score has been determined accurately. Teachers may not score their own students’ answer papers.

The scoring coordinator will be responsible for organizing the movement of papers, calculating a final score for each student's essay, recording that score on the student's Part I answer sheet, and determining the student's final examination score.

The conversion chart for this examination is located at http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/ and must be used for determining the final examination score.
CRQ Set 1:

Document 1

This excerpt is taken from John Locke’s *Second Treatise of Government*, which was originally published in 1690.

> . . .95. MEN being, as has been said, by nature, all free, equal, and independent, no one can be put out of this estate, and subjected to the political power of another, without his own consent. The only way whereby any one divests [surrenders] himself of his natural liberty, and puts on the bonds of civil society, is by agreeing with other men to join and unite into a community for their comfortable, safe, and peaceable living one amongst another, in a secure enjoyment of their properties, and a greater security against any, that are not of it. This any number of men may do, because it injures not the freedom of the rest; they are left as they were in the liberty of the state of nature. When any number of men have so consented to make one community or government, they are thereby presently incorporated, and make one body politic, wherein the majority have a right to act and conclude the rest. . . .


29 Explain the historical circumstances that led John Locke and other political philosophers to develop political ideas such as those expressed in his *Second Treatise of Government*.

Score of 1:

- Correct response

  
  *Examples:*
  
  – Enlightenment ideas spread in Europe;
  – the Enlightenment led to people questioning the nature of political power;
  – the oppressive power of government tyranny denied citizens basic liberties leading to theories of government/philosophies based on reason/natural laws;
  – philosophers recognized the abuses of governments and spread ideas to promote change;
  – Locke was responding to absolute monarchies abusing their power;
  – the Scientific Revolution influenced political thinkers/John Locke to apply natural law to politics;
  – questioning government traditions in England led Locke to support new political ideas;
  – people were questioning divine right theory; absolute monarchy;
  – thinkers began to question government traditions and put their faith in reason;
  – thinkers were making rational assessments related to how government functioned/to human governance;
  – thinkers were trying to determine what the relationship should be between the ruler and the ruled
Score of 0:

- Incorrect response
  
  *Examples:*
  - French Revolution;
  - American Revolution;
  - Locke lived in the Dark Ages;
  - John Locke wanted to end monarchies and install democracies;
  - Locke believed in natural rights/consent of the governed/majority rule;
  - tyranny;
  - abuse of power;
  - theories of government;
  - questioning attitude

- No response
Haitians had a written constitution in 1801. Following Toussaint L’Ouverture’s death in a French prison in 1803, Haitian independence movement leaders continued the revolution which resulted in independence in 1804. These revolutionary leaders wrote a new constitution for an independent Haiti. On May 20, 1805, Emperor Jacques Dessalines ratified this constitution. This is an excerpt of the 1805 Constitution.

Constitution of Hayti [Haiti]

. . . Do declare that the tenor [intent] of the present constitution is the free spontaneous and invariable expression of our hearts, and the general will of our constituents, and we submit it to the sanction [approval] of H.M. [His Majesty] the Emperor Jacques Dessalines our deliverer, to receive its speedy and entire execution [implementation].

Preliminary Declaration.

Art. 1. The people inhabiting the island formerly called St. Domingo, hereby agree to form themselves into a free state sovereign and independent of any other power in the universe, under the name of empire of Hayti.

Art. 2. Slavery is forever abolished.

Art. 3. The Citizens of Hayti are brothers at home; equality in the eyes of the law is incontestably [certainly] acknowledged, and there cannot exist any titles, advantages, or privileges, other than those necessarily resulting from the consideration and reward of services rendered to liberty and independence.

Art. 4. The law is the same to all, whether it punishes, or whether it protects. . . .

Art. 6. Property is sacred, its violation shall be severely prosecuted. . . .

Source: 1805 Constitution of Haiti, Webster University online

30 Based on this excerpt, explain the purpose for which Haitian revolutionary leaders created the 1805 Constitution of Hayti [Haiti].

Score of 1:

- Correct response

  *Examples:*
  - to establish laws for newly-independent Haiti;
  - to establish a secure government with an emperor after the revolution;
  - to protect the rights of all citizens;
  - to create a sense of nationalism in newly independent Haiti;
  - to establish a sense of equality;
  - to protect property of Haitians;
  - to abolish slavery;
  - to replace the 1801 constitution;
  - to establish Haiti as a free and sovereign state;
  - to declare themselves as an independent state from France;
  - to declare that the new constitution of Haiti frees men/protects men;
  - to abolish titles/advantages/privileges other than those awarded for service to Haiti;
  - to explain that property is sacred;
  - to inform Haitians/citizens that violation of property rights will result in severe prosecution
Score of 0:
- Incorrect response
  *Examples:*
  - to begin the revolution against France;
  - to execute Emperor Jacques Dessalines;
  - approval;
  - to grant titles and privileges;
  - to declare that the present constitution is free
- No response
31 Identify and explain a cause-and-effect relationship between the events and/or ideas found in these documents. Be sure to use evidence from both documents 1 and 2 in your response.

Score of 1:
• Correct response
  Examples:
  – ideas of the Enlightenment sparked revolutions/new constitutions like the one in Haiti;
  – Locke’s ideas of all men being free and equal created a desire to abolish slavery;
  – Locke’s idea of the protection of property may have inspired Article 6 of the Haitian Constitution about property being sacred;
  – Locke’s idea of men consenting to a government is presented in the “general will” statement of the constitution;
  – Locke’s idea of an independent people with government based on the consent of the people gave inspiration to the Haitian Revolution;
  – document 1 shows new ideas about government and document 2 shows how these ideas were incorporated into the Haitian constitution;
  – in document 1, Locke speaks against the tyranny of government and document 2 shows how Haitians used Locke’s ideas to create a government opposed to tyranny;
  – Enlightenment ideas led Toussaint L’Ouverture to rebel against colonial authority in Haiti;
  – John Locke’s political ideas/Second Treatise of Government may have led Haitian independence leaders to write a new constitution;
  – Haiti’s new constitution was influenced by ideas such as John Locke’s Two Treatises of Government

Score of 0:
• Incorrect response
  Examples:
  – John Locke led the Haitian Revolution;
  – Treatise caused the Haitian Revolution/Constitution of 1805;
  – Haiti elected an emperor;
  – Haitians ignored Enlightenment ideas in the constitution;
  – both documents were caused by injustice/inequality;
  – John Locke supported absolute monarchy and so did the 1805 Constitution
• No response
32 Explain the historical circumstances that led to the situation shown in this cartoon.

Score of 1:
- Correct response
  Examples:
  – Stalin was the totalitarian leader of the Soviet Union and wanted to spread communism to other countries;
  – World War II ended with unsolved problems between the United States and the Soviet Union;
  – the Cold War began after World War II;
  – division of Korea/division of Germany led to tensions between the United States and the Soviet Union after World War II;
  – the Cold War spread to Asia;
  – belief in containment/Truman Doctrine led to United States involvement in Korea;
  – the USSR wanted a buffer zone/satellite states to separate itself from the West;
  – NATO formed as a Cold War alliance which led to an escalation of tensions;
  – after World War II, the United States occupied South Korea and the Soviet Union occupied North Korea;
  – Marshall Plan gave aid to noncommunist/democratic Western European countries;
  – the North Koreans invaded South Korea in an attempt to unify Korea;
  – decisions made at the Yalta Conference were ignored/not enacted by Stalin, increasing tension between the Soviet Union and the United States;
  – the United Nations Security Council passed a resolution naming North Korea as the aggressor for invading South Korea.
Score of 0:

- Incorrect response
  
  Examples:
  - Stalin was punishing Korea;
  - Truman started wars;
  - the atomic bomb was dropped;
  - Korea was unified;
  - North Korea was defenseless;
  - Truman has launched an unprovoked attack on North Korea;
  - Stalin taught/whipped Eastern Europe;
  - domino theory;
  - Warsaw Pact;
  - Cold War

- No response

Scoring Note: The *Warsaw Pact* was formed in 1955, after this cartoon was drawn. The *domino theory* applies to Vietnam, not Korea. All responses that refer to these are incorrect.
Document 2

This excerpt is from a speech given by Mikhail Gorbachev on December 25, 1991. The speech was broadcast on Central Television of the Soviet Union and was printed in Rossiiskaia Gazeta on December 26, 1991. Rossiiskaia Gazeta is a daily newspaper owned by the government that publishes official documents.

Dear compatriots! Fellow citizens! Due to the situation that has taken shape as a result of the formation of the Commonwealth of Independent States, I am ceasing my activity in the post of President of the USSR. I am making this decision out of considerations of principle. I have firmly advocated the independence of peoples and the sovereignty of [Soviet] republics. But at the same time I have favored the preservation of the Union state and the integrity of the country. Events have taken a different path. A policy line aimed at dismembering the country and disuniting the state has prevailed, something that I cannot agree with . . .

Speaking to you for the last time as President of the USSR, I consider it necessary to express my assessment of the path traversed [traveled] since 1985. Especially since there are a good many contradictory, superficial and unobjective opinions on this score [state of affairs].

Fate ordained that when I became head of state it was already clear that things were not going well in the country. We have a great deal of everything — land, petroleum, gas and other natural resources — and God has endowed us with intelligence and talent, too, but we live much worse than people in the developed countries do, and we are lagging further and further behind them. . . .

I realized that to begin reforms on such a scale and in such a society as ours was an extremely difficult and even riskier endeavor. But even today I am convinced of the historical correctness of the democratic reforms that were begun in the spring of 1985 . . .

The totalitarian system, which for a long time deprived the country of the opportunity to become prosperous and flourishing, has been eliminated.

–A breakthrough has been achieved in the area of democratic transformations. Free elections, freedom of the press, religious freedoms, representative bodies of power and a multiparty system have become a reality. Human rights have been recognized as the highest principle.

–Movement toward a mixed economy has begun, and the equality of all forms of ownership is being established. Within the framework of a land reform, the peasantry has begun to revive, private farming has appeared, and millions of hectares of land are being given to rural and urban people. The economic freedom of the producer has been legalized, and entrepreneurship, the formation of joint-stock companies and privatization have begun to gather momentum. . . .

Source: “Gorbachev Resigns as President,” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History online, Michigan State University

33 Based on this excerpt, explain how the audience affects what Mikhail Gorbachev includes in his speech.

Score of 1:

• Correct response

Examples:

–he justifies his actions/policies to the people;
–he explains why he is stepping down to fellow citizens;
–he hopes to establish his legacy by telling the Russian people what he has accomplished;
–he assures people that the changes will continue;
–he recognizes the diversity of the country and included both agricultural and urban changes;
–since he recognizes that the Russian people have suffered in the past, he disassociates himself from the old totalitarian system;
–he wants to explain his decision and his resignation to the people he once ruled;
–he focuses on the positive changes that have occurred because he wants the people to approve his actions;
–he stresses things that are important to Russian citizens such as freedom/human rights;
–he calls his listeners “compatriots” and lists successes in order to leave on friendly terms;
–he avoids placing blame on specific people for the fall of the Soviet Union;
–he wanted to set the record straight to the people about his presidency because contradictory opinions existed;
–he wants to avoid responsibility for the dissolution of the Soviet Union.
Score of 0:

- Incorrect response
  
  *Examples:*
  
  – he decided to speak on television;
  – he had his speech printed in a newspaper;
  – this letter to his closest friends explains why he is stepping down as president;
  – he is very positive;
  – he wanted the audience to support his presidential campaign;
  – to establish human rights;
  – to establish a totalitarian system in a country facing hard times;
  – he wants to remain president of the USSR

- No response
34a Identify a turning point associated with the historical developments related to both documents 1 and 2.

Score of 1:
• Correct response
  Examples:
  –end of communist totalitarian leadership in the Soviet Union/USSR;
  –collapse of the Soviet Union;
  –end of the Cold War;
  –fall of communism in the Soviet empire/Soviet satellites/Soviet Union/USSR;
  –end of communist totalitarian system in parts of the Soviet Union;
  –shift to more democratic governments in parts of the Soviet Union;
  –collapse of command economic systems in parts of the USSR;
  –end of Soviet control over Eastern European countries and Soviet republics

Score of 0:
• Incorrect response
  Examples:
  –preservation of the Soviet Union;
  –creation of communism;
  –Gorbachev becomes president of the USSR;
  –change from democracy to communism;
  –Korean War;
  –Berlin Wall
• No response
34b Explain why the historical developments associated with these documents are considered a turning point. Be sure to use evidence from both documents 1 and 2 in your response.

Score of 1:
• Correct response
  Examples:
  –document 1 shows Stalin as the totalitarian dictator of the USSR and document 2 shows a major governmental shift with democratic transformations taking place in the Soviet Union;
  –document 1 shows the beginning of the Cold War with Stalin exerting control over Eastern European countries/fighting to expand communism in Korea and document 2 shows that the Cold War ended with the breakup of the Soviet Union;
  –Stalin’s Cold War diplomacy used threats to control other countries associated with the Soviet empire but under Gorbachev’s reforms there is a democratic transformation where he recognized/advocated for the independence of people;
  –the Soviet totalitarian system tightly controlled its people until Gorbachev initiated reforms in the 1980s;
  –Gorbachev’s democratic/capitalist reforms ended an era of communist control in Eastern Europe;
  –Stalin/the Soviet Union is firmly in control in Eastern Europe in 1950, but by 1991, the Soviet republics and Eastern European countries are becoming sovereign states independent of Soviet influences;
  –the Soviet Union controlled Eastern European nations and economies until it broke up;
  –document 1 shows the Soviet Union in charge of Eastern Europe, however, their control of the region did not remain when the Soviet Union broke up;
  –document 1 shows Stalin controlling communist countries in the early days of the Cold War and document 2 shows the collapse of communism with Gorbachev resigning as the last communist leader of the Soviet Union;
  –in document 1, Stalin is in control of Eastern European countries and urging the expansion of communism in the 1950s, but by 1990 Gorbachev is advocating the independence of peoples and the Soviet Union is breaking up

Score of 0:
• Incorrect response
  Examples:
  –the reforms begun in 1985 created a totalitarian system;
  –Gorbachev became the first president of a democratic Russia;
  –Gorbachev wanted to dismember the country/disunite the state;
  –Stalin was a strong communist and Gorbachev was weak;
  –Korean War ended with two independent states;
  –document 1 shows Stalin as the leader and document 2 shows Gorbachev as the leader;
  –the warmonger has resigned;
  –Stalin is warning against United States aggression and Gorbachev wants to dismember the country

• No response
Global History and Geography II (Grade 10)
Part III Content-Specific Rubric
Enduring Issues Essay

Task:

- Identify and define an enduring issue raised by this set of documents
- Argue why the issue you selected is significant and how it has endured across time

In your essay, be sure to

- Identify the enduring issue based on a historically accurate interpretation of at least three documents
- Define the issue using relevant evidence from at least three documents
- Argue that this is a significant issue that has endured by showing:
  - How the issue has affected people or has been affected by people
  - How the issue has continued to be an issue or has changed over time
- Include relevant outside information from your knowledge of social studies

Scoring Notes:

1. Some examples of enduring issues that students may identify in at least three documents are provided. However, other issues may be identified if they are supported by accurate facts and examples from both the documents and outside information.
2. The discussion of the issue must be related to the documents, accomplish the task, and be supported by accurate facts and examples.
3. The identification and definition of the enduring issue may be included in the discussion of why the issue is significant and how it has endured across time.
4. Information used to discuss how the enduring issue affected people or has been affected by people may also be used to discuss how the issue has endured across time.
5. The enduring issue may be discussed from different perspectives as long as the position taken is supported with accurate historical facts and examples.
6. A specific time period or era need not be identified as long as it is implied in the discussion.
7. A response may discuss both how the selected enduring issue has affected people and how the issue has been affected by people.
8. A response may discuss both continuity and change regarding the selected enduring issue.
9. While not required, a student may include information from the 9th grade social studies framework.
10. While the United States should not be the focus of the argument, issues related to the United States may be used to address the task as long as information used relates to the enduring issue selected from these documents.
11. While the focus of the response should be on the enduring issue that is identified, additional enduring issues may be referenced as part of the discussion. However, if two or more enduring issues are addressed in separate discussions, only the first one should be scored.
Score of 5:
• Clearly identifies and accurately defines one enduring issue raised in at least three documents (See Definition and Evidence from Documents on page 19)
• Develops an even, thoughtful, and in-depth argument about how the enduring issue has affected people or how the issue has been affected by them and how the issue continues to be an issue or has changed over time
• Is more analytical than descriptive (analyzes, evaluates, and/or creates information)
• Richly supports the task by incorporating relevant evidence that includes facts, examples, and details from at least three documents
• Richly supports the task by incorporating substantial relevant outside information
• Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion

Score of 4:
• Identifies and accurately defines one enduring issue raised in at least three documents
• Develops a thoughtful argument in some depth about how the enduring issue has affected people or has been affected by them and how it continues to be an issue or has changed over time OR develops the argument somewhat unevenly by discussing one aspect of the argument more thoroughly than the other
• Is both descriptive and analytical (applies, analyzes, evaluates, and/or creates information)
• Supports the task by incorporating relevant evidence that includes facts, examples, and details, from at least three documents
• Supports the task by incorporating relevant outside information
• Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion

Score of 3:
• Identifies and defines one enduring issue raised in the set of documents
• Develops both aspects of the argument with little depth or develops only one aspect of the argument in some depth; may include minor inaccuracies
• Is more descriptive than analytical (applies, may analyze and/or evaluate information)
• Includes some relevant evidence that includes facts, examples, and details from some of the documents
• Includes limited relevant outside information
• Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion

Score of 2:
• Identifies, but does not clearly define, one enduring issue raised in the set of documents
• Minimally develops both aspects of the argument or develops one aspect of the argument in little depth; may contain inaccuracies
• Is primarily descriptive; may include faulty, weak, or isolated application or analysis
• Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details from the documents or consists primarily of relevant information copied from the documents
• Presents little or no relevant outside information
• Demonstrates a general plan of organization; may lack focus; may contain digressions; may lack an introduction or a conclusion
Score of 1:
• Identifies, but does not define, one enduring issue raised in the documents
• Minimally develops one aspect of the argument; may include inaccuracies
• Is descriptive; may lack understanding or application
• Includes some vague, unclear references to the documents or includes minimal relevant facts, examples, and details copied from the documents
• Presents no relevant outside information
• May demonstrate a weakness in organization; may lack focus; may contain digressions; may lack an introduction and a conclusion

Score of 0:
Fails to develop the task or may only refer to the issue in a general way; OR includes no relevant facts, examples, or details; OR includes only evidence copied from the documents; OR includes only entire documents copied from the test booklet; OR is illegible; OR is a blank paper

All sample student essays in this rating guide are presented in the same cursive font while preserving actual student work, including errors. This will ensure that the sample essays are easier for raters to read and use as scoring aids.

Raters should continue to disregard the quality of a student’s handwriting in scoring examination papers and focus on how well the student has accomplished the task. The content-specific rubric should be applied holistically in determining the level of a student’s response.
Issues found in documents

**Document 1:** Impact of industrialization; impact of population growth; impact of urbanization; inequalities; poverty; overcrowding; overpopulation; exploitation of child laborers; traditional culture vs. modernization; impact of changing demographics

**Document 2:** Impact of population growth; impact of big/small families; favoritism toward male children/gender inequality/inequalities; traditional culture vs. modernization; scarcity/lack of food/clothing/shoes; poverty; impact of government policies; overpopulation; impact of changing demographics

**Document 3:** Human impact on environment; impact of transformation of food production; impact of lack of adequate diet/food scarcity/uneven distribution of food across the world; impact of changing demographics; impact of population growth; impact of technology; impact of Green Revolution; inequalities/rich countries vs. poor countries; need for economic/environmental sustainability; poverty

**Document 4:** Impact of population growth; impact of changing demographics; impact of migration; depletion of resources/exploitation of resources; deforestation; displacement of rain forest people; traditional culture vs. modernization; loss of way of life/culture/homeland; threat to indigenous cultures; inequalities; scarcity; human impact on environment; need for environmental sustainability

**Document 5:** Impact of population growth; human impact of environment/wilderness/fisheries/water; need for environmental sustainability; scarcity; exploitation of resources; depleting resources; impact of changing demographics

This chart suggests enduring issues that can be found in at least three documents. It is not meant to be a comprehensive list and students may identify enduring issues not included in the chart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible Enduring Issues in the Documents</th>
<th>Documents associated with Enduring Issue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impact of population growth</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional culture vs. modernization</td>
<td>1, 2, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequalities</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental sustainability</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploitation of resources (human/environmental)</td>
<td>1, 3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty</td>
<td>1, 2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depleting Resources (Scarcity)</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact of humans on environment</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overpopulation</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Example Issue: Impact of Population Growth

*Identify and Define:*
Impact of population growth has led to a wide number of effects on societies including inequalities, urbanization, and the straining of and exploitation of resources. One way individuals and governments have attempted to address the impact of population growth is by trying to find ways to meet the needs of people and societies. Some countries have promoted family planning to address the issue.

*Evidence from the documents to support the definition:*

**Document 1:** In England, during the Industrial Revolution, rural migration to cities led to economic divisions between the wealthy business owners and merchants and the working class, who often lived in terrible overcrowded conditions.

**Document 2:** In India, governmental attempts have been made to decrease population growth by encouraging the economic, academic, and social advancement of women, ending favoritism toward boys, and educating families on the hardships that can stem from having large families.

**Document 3:** Norman Borlaug explained how the continued increase in population has lessened the gains of the Green Revolution and how continued efforts of managing crops with fertilizer, pest control, and tillage are necessary. He believed new methods in biotechnology would be required to meet future demands for food.

**Document 4:** Millions of people have migrated into the Amazon region to exploit valuable resources. They have cut down parts of the rainforest and displaced indigenous peoples, such as the Yanomami, whose way of life is now in serious jeopardy. The Brazilian government has tried to preserve some land for indigenous peoples.

**Document 5:** Growth of global population has strained environments and resources, including fossil fuels, water, fisheries, and wilderness.
### Example Issue: Impact of Population Growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Information</th>
<th>Outside Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doc 1</strong>—Movement of growing numbers of people to urban centers in search of employment</td>
<td>During Industrial Revolution living conditions and daily lives of people affected (Victorian England; Meiji Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some people living in horrible conditions and overcrowded environments with minimum comforts</td>
<td>Congested rural areas susceptible to issues of scarcity, disease, and emigration (Ireland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap between rich and poor living in some cities</td>
<td>Impacts of rural to urban migration on regions to which they migrated (enclosure movement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doc 2</strong>—Role of large families in creating hardships/straining resources</td>
<td>Details about population policies and impact on societies (China, India)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population issues addressed with posters from Indian Ministry of Health and Family Welfare encouraging family planning</td>
<td>Details on the Green Revolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus of Indian public information campaigns (advancing women; countering favoritism of boys)</td>
<td>Effects on environment and increases in scarcity of resources (air/water/noise pollution; desertification; deforestation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doc 3</strong>—Food security issue for hundreds of millions of poor people</td>
<td>Campaigns established by government and non-governmental organizations to address issues related to overpopulation in developing world (micro-loans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional breeding and biotechnology methodologies needed for genetic improvements of food crops to meet needs of a growing population</td>
<td>Details about effects of overpopulation on threats to traditional ways vs. modernization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty worsened by rapid population growth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doc 4</strong>—Displacement of indigenous peoples as a result of migration (in Brazil migration to Amazon region in search of valuable resources)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanomami culture and traditional homelands being threatened by population pressures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian government working to preserve land for indigenous peoples (Yanomami)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doc 5</strong>—Resources and environments threatened by continuing overpopulation (fossil fuels; wilderness; fisheries; water)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Example Issue: Impact of Population Growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Information</th>
<th>Outside Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>How issue continued or changed over time</strong></td>
<td><strong>How issue continued or changed over time</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continuity:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Continuity:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc 1—During Industrial Revolution, working class people living with minimum comforts in overcrowded environments</td>
<td>Negative effects of population growth on environments/ecosystems contributing to pollution (air; water; land)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc 3—Advancement of food production continued by Norman Borlaug to try to ensure food security for hundreds of millions of poor people</td>
<td>Continued pursuit of ways to address issues related to population growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty chronic factor in contributing to inequitable food distribution, which in turn, made more severe by population growth</td>
<td><strong>Changes:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc 5—More strain placed on resources and environments with continuing growth in population</td>
<td>Enactment of government policies and efforts to control populations (One Child Policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Changes:</strong></td>
<td>Contributions of forced and voluntary migrations leading to areas with dense populations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc 1—Overpopulation and urbanization in Great Britain as a result of Industrial Revolution</td>
<td>Contributions of rise of industry/industrial centers to increases in population in urban areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc 2—Indian public information campaigns working to counter favoritism for boys and advance women in an effort to curb population growth</td>
<td>Emergence of international and charitable organizations with efforts to lessen difficult circumstances in overpopulated regions (UNICEF, UNHCR, Oxfam, Save the Children, Doctors Without Borders)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc 3—Many gains of Green Revolution eaten up (mushrooming populations; changing demographics; inadequate poverty intervention programs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To meet needs of 8.3 billion people projected in 2025, biotechnology methodologies needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc 4—Displacement of indigenous peoples because of migration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of reservation like system by Brazilian government</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanomami culture and traditional homelands being threatened by population pressures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Humans have existed on Earth for over 40,000 years, and have multiplied to achieve today’s world population of over seven billion. Though increased population does mean a bigger workforce, stronger nation or group, and usually more possible wealth, having more people can also cause a variety of negative effects. These issues that growing populations cause can be seen throughout history. Numerous societies have attempted to stop the phenomenon with varying degrees of success. Overpopulation continues today, threatening nations, elements of society, and the planet itself. The growth of population within regions as well as the world has caused, and continues to cause, issues for societies, such as famine, territorial conflicts, and strains on natural resources. The ever present problem of population growth is the source of both historical and modern conundrums. As population growth involves the increase in number of people in the world, there is no doubt that many societies attempted to address this issue. For one thing, some societies have promoted programs aimed at regulating the size of their population. In India the government tried to stop these practices of favoring boys and as a result producing more children within their nation. Male children in India were traditionally considered to be more desirable than females, and a woman should have as many children as possible. This added tremendously to the world’s population as well as creating further issues like straining resources in India. The Indian government is attempting to change this practice by increasing the social status of women and ending the need for families to have numerous children. This initiative is similar to what occurred in China under Deng Xiaoping with the implementation of the One Child Policy, which
allowed couples to produce only one child in hope that their population would stabilize. While the rate of Chinese population growth slowed, other issues came about as a result of this policy. As many families desired a male child, female infants were often put up for adoption. Over time a gender imbalance emerged in China with many more males than females. In India, a gender imbalance also exists because many families, despite government education programs, still value sons over daughters. Another problem that developed in China is that the population in China is aging, causing China to amend the policy to allow for 2 children to try to take care of the growing elderly population. Neither of these government plans in India and China were extremely successful. The population in both countries has continued to grow and poses new challenges to governments on how to meet the needs of its citizens.

People also affect population by deciding where to reside and what resources they will use. The Brazilian population is increasingly exploiting more and more resources within the rainforest. The urban to rural migration in Brazil has led to large numbers of Brazilians to move from coastal areas to the rainforest in search of more job opportunities and profits. This has caused the displacement of indigenous peoples. When doing this, native groups are forced onto smaller and smaller “reservations” of land, contributing to the demise of native culture and their way of life. Additionally, the destruction of the rainforest has been a consequence of these circumstances. The rainforest is essential for the world’s survival and we are losing it as a result of greed. Likewise in the United States westward expansion contributed to the displacement of Native Americans on to reservations. This policy undermined the cultural identity of native
groups for the benefit of white businessmen and settlements. In both cases of modern Brazil and historically in the United States native peoples have been pushed from their homelands as new populations moved in and they were relocated to the least desirable lands available. In contrast, in the 18th century British peasants moved from the rural countryside to urban centers in search of job opportunities. Cities grew crowded as they drew larger numbers of migrants. Many of these migrants became employed as factory laborers earning low wages, working long hours, and facing dangerous conditions. This led to greater wealth inequality amongst the different social classes. While some lived lives of luxury, others, including children, lived lives of extreme poverty. Working class family members of all ages were needed to work for survival. Additionally, increases in population led to poor living conditions and catastrophic effects on the environment. Overcrowded tenement buildings crammed large families into small spaces. Diseases such as cholera were commonplace and spread quickly due to poor sanitation. Furthermore, air, water, and noise pollution filled cities as more people and more industries produced waste. Today urban centers face similar population related issues as they did over two centuries ago. Slum areas surrounding cities like Delhi and Mumbai in India are locations where the urban poor are living destitute lives and family members are forced to work in similar conditions as in Industrial Revolution in England. They too live in areas without proper sewage or fresh water sources. Today these regions are considered to be some of the most polluted areas in the world.

Population growth also contributes to food shortages. At times
Agricultural production is not able to keep up, leading to shortages of food, which can cause famines. In Ireland in the mid-1800s, a potato famine caused about one million Irish to die, and another one million to emigrate to other nations. Though the potato famine was caused largely as a result of a natural blight and a lack of assistance from the British government and landlords, population growth played a role. The introduction of the potato in Europe led to a drastic population increase causing the Irish peasantry to become largely dependent on this staple crop. As a result, when the blight stuck, it had significant consequences on the Irish population. As populations have continued to increase globally, malnourishment, starvation, and famine have become greater concerns. Efforts have been made to address food insecurity most notably by Norman Borlaug during the Green Revolution. During this movement, new fertilizers, crop management, and pesticides were developed to increase food production. Though the Green Revolution was successful in increasing agricultural output, continued growth of population has led to a resurfacing of this concern, especially in places where poverty and food insecurity are constant issues. The issue of population growth has not changed much throughout history, enduring as an underlying threat to the planet for many years. Overtime, the constant growth of population has drained natural resources leading to a very possible and rapidly approaching tipping point in which humans may be exceeding the world’s carrying capacity. Even hundreds of years ago overpopulation caused extreme poverty and social unrest. These qualities have continued into today, as people in less developed countries throughout the globe have suffered from similar effects. While the issue of growth of population...
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has not changed in its factors or negative aspects, it has become progressively more severe and detrimental to the people of Earth. 

The growth of population has been a problem of societies across the world for centuries. Famines and food shortages have killed millions, overcrowding has emerged in cities, and natural resources are being depleted though governments have attempted to address overpopulation-related issues, they have not been entirely successful. 

Uncontrolled population growth has endured throughout history and continues into modernity as an important international problem.
Anchor Level 5-A

The response:
- Clearly identifies and accurately defines increase in population as an enduring issue raised in the documents (means bigger workforce, a stronger nation or group, and usually more possible wealth; involves increase in number of people in world)
- Develops an even, thoughtful, and in-depth argument for both aspects of the task
- Is more analytical than descriptive (Indian government attempting to increase social status of women and ending need for families to have more sons; people affect population by deciding where to reside and what resources will use; native groups in Brazil forced onto smaller reservations of land contributing to demise of culture as well as destruction of rainforest; many migrants in Britain became employed as factory laborers earning low wages, working long hours, and facing dangerous conditions; great division of wealth among social classes in Britain where some lived lives of luxury and others lived lives of extreme poverty; as populations continued to increase globally malnourishment, starvation, and famine greater concerns; though Green Revolution successfully increased agricultural output continued growth of population led to resurfacing of concern, especially where poverty and food insecurity constant issue; constant growth of population drained natural resources leading to possible and rapidly approaching tipping point in which humans may be exceeding world’s capacity)
- Richly supports the task by incorporating relevant evidence that includes facts, examples, and details from all the documents
- Richly supports the task by incorporating substantial relevant outside information (China’s Deng Xiaoping implemented One Child Policy in hope that population would stabilize; as many families in China continued desire for a male child, female infants often put up for adoption; over time gender imbalance emerged in China; in India gender imbalance exists because families, despite government education programs, still value sons over daughters; population in China aging causing China to amend One Child Policy to try to address growing elderly population; in United States westward expansion contributed to displacement of Native Americans onto reservations undermining cultural identity of native groups for benefit of white businessmen and settlements; overcrowded tenement buildings crammed large families into small spaces; diseases such as cholera commonplace and spread quickly with rise in poor sanitation; air, water, and noise pollution filled cities as more people and more industries produced waste; slum areas surrounding cities such as Delhi and Mumbai in India locations where urban poor living destitute lives and family members forced to work in similar conditions as Industrial Revolution England; people today live in areas without proper sewage or fresh water sources and some considered to be some of most polluted areas in world; introduction of potato in Europe led to drastic population increase causing Irish peasantry to become largely dependent on this staple crop)
- Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 5. Good historical examples from many different time periods in history form the basis of the discussion. Analytic statements and thoughtful conclusions are interwoven throughout the narrative and effectively support increase in population as an enduring issue.
Poverty has been an enduring issue that has affected nations and regions in different places and times. The lack of resources and the inability of people to make enough money to care for their families has caused people to come up with new methods and technologies to grow food for the population. But this has resulted in different problems and often has failed to reduce poverty. Population growth, overpopulation, and poverty are interconnected and have caused many negative effects such as worsening living conditions, environmental problems, famines, and the abuse of the working class.

1700s England, experienced a number of industrial and economic developments in what would come to be known as the Industrial Revolution. During this period many social and economic changes occurred. One significant change was the growth in population. That population growth combined with a policy of laissez-faire led to a more distinct gap between the rich and the poor as well as the rise of a new middle class. While the upper classes enjoyed a more luxurious lifestyle and access to consumer products, wealth, and leisure activities like theaters and museums, the urban working class remained impoverished. Many of the working class earned low wages, lived in overcrowded tenements, and worked hard in factory jobs. Young children were also sent to work in factories and mines where they were often exploited and mistreated (Doc. 1). Working class women changed their lifestyle from working at home to laboring in textile factories (Doc 1). Women and children would suffer injuries when their hair would get caught in machine parts, or limbs were broken or amputated. Though women and children earned less than men, their wages were necessary for growing families to survive. As
the population of the working poor increased, the poverty among these people increased as well. Illnesses were also common effects of poor working and living environments which were worsened by the lack of regulations and their inability to access medical care as they were incredibly poor. Industrialization has continued into modern times in many regions creating similar effects on the urban poor. In Industrial England the rise of labor unions and changing legislation led to the establishment of minimum wage laws, safety regulations, and limits on the length of the work day. The Sadler Report helped children gain similar regulations. Yet today many people continue to work in factories and sweatshops as a means of survival. Because these factories and sweatshops are owned by foreign companies they often lack the ability to fight for better working conditions that the workers of Industrial England were able to win.

Poverty often develops due to population issues, leading to a cycle of people having large families because many can’t afford family planning, or because families want sons who will care for their parents in their old age, or because they need more workers to work on their farms. Governments around the world have tried to decrease poverty by targeting population growth. In India family planning programs have been set up to promote small families. As illustrated in government propaganda, having smaller families gives families a better lifestyle by reducing poverty. Ultimately the Indian Ministry of Health and Family Welfare aimed to reduce both population growth and poverty. However, India today still faces a rapidly growing population and some of the worst slums exist in this country. While family size has decreased in some cases, poverty rates are still
problematic. As in Industrial Britain, an incredible disparity in wealth exists in India today. Part of this disparity stems from the legacy of the caste system. This was a rigid social class system where you have the Brahmans on top & the untouchables on the bottom. The untouchables were viewed as outcasts and forced to work in the least desirable jobs. This unequal standard of living contributed to the poverty of many in India. Even today, although the discrimination against the caste system has been outlawed, some Indians still discriminate against untouchables. This keeps many of them in poverty.

Those who live in poverty often face issues of food insecurity. Many people and organizations have attempted to address this issue. We can see this through Norman Borlaug, a noble peace prize winner and his work in food production & hunger relief (Doc. 3). Norman Borlaug led a team of scientists who were able, through genetically modified plants, fertilizers, and improved agricultural techniques to increase food production in poverty stricken areas. However, while he and others were successful in producing more food, this led to more population growth that has caused more people to live in poverty. The benefits are great but they don't come without some major problems like poverty, overuse of resources, pollution of land and water supplies as well as problems with fair food distribution. However, despite his work many living in poverty today continue to lack access to an adequate food supply. Organizations have been created to address these issues of lack of food and poverty. The United Nations, Oxfam, and Heifer International all seek to provide assistance to those in need. Heifer International provides livestock to impoverished families.
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as a way of providing a sustainable food supply and providing an income and hopefully a way out of poverty. Though efforts are being made to combat poverty and food related issues, these issues still plague many around the world. Mahatma Gandhi once said, “Be the change you wish to see in the world.” Poverty is a huge problem that needs to be changed and solved. However, because poverty is intertwined with so many other problems and issues, there are no simple answers. Every time it seems like a solution is found, it results in new problems. A multi-pronged attack on inequality is necessary but the rich and powerful may not be willing to lose their advantages so that the poor can live better lives.
Anchor Level 5-B

The response:
• Clearly identifies and accurately defines poverty as an enduring issue raised in the documents (lack of resources and inability of people to make enough money to care for their families)
• Develops an even, thoughtful, and in-depth argument for both aspects of the task
• Is more analytical than descriptive (has caused people to come up with new ways and technologies to grow food for population; population growth, overpopulation, and poverty interconnected and have caused many negative effects such as worsening living conditions, environmental problems, famines, and abuse of working class; industrialization continued into modern times in many regions creating similar effects on urban poor; government propaganda and posters promote with smaller families children can be given access to education, technology, and as a result a better lifestyle; benefits of Green Revolution great but come with major problems such as poverty, overuse of resources, pollution of land and water supplies as well as problems with equity of food distribution; despite Borlaug’s work many living in poverty today continue to lack access to adequate food supply; because poverty intertwined with so many other problems and issues no simple answers; multi-pronged attack on inequality necessary but rich and powerful may not be willing to lose their advantages so poor can live better lives)
• Richly supports the task by incorporating relevant evidence that includes facts, examples, and details from documents 1, 2, and 3
• Richly supports the task by incorporating substantial relevant outside information (industrial England experienced population growth combined with a laissez-faire economy; women and children would suffer face injuries when their hair would get caught in machine parts or limbs broken or amputated; though women and children earned less than men wages necessary for growing families to survive; illnesses common effects of poor working and living environments which worsened by lack of regulations and inability to access medical care; in Industrial England rise of labor unions and changing legislation led to establishment of minimum wage laws, safety regulations, and limits on length of work day; Sadler Report helped children gain similar regulations; today many people continue to work in factories and sweatshops as a means of survival; today many people work for foreign companies so lack ability to fight for better working conditions that workers of Industrial England able to win; leads to a cycle of families having large families because many cannot afford family planning or because families want sons who will care for parents in old age or because more workers needed to work on their farms; India today still faces rapidly growing population and some of worst slums exist in this country; incredible disparity in wealth exists in India today partly from legacy of caste system; even today although discrimination against caste system outlawed some Indians still discriminate against untouchables keeping many of them in poverty; organizations such as United Nations, Oxfam, and Heifer International all seek to provide assistance to those in need)
• Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 5. Substantive and relevant historical details establish a good comparative context for an in-depth discussion of the effects of poverty as a result of the Industrial Revolution and traditional India versus today. A critical appraisal of document information establishes a strong evaluative basis for assessing that poverty is and continues to be an enduring issue that needs to be addressed.
Recently, the issue of climate change has been in the media and has been a controversial topic of discussion, especially since President Trump withdrew the United States from an agreement made in Paris. Scientists around the world agree that global warming and climate change is a result of human actions, especially after the Industrial Revolution. Our use of resources has caused massive environmental damage causing average world temperatures to increase. The UN recently warned that we have a very limited time to change our behavior and because people still refuse to change our wasteful and damaging behavior we are doomed to a potential environmental catastrophe. Climate change however, has been a prominent concern that has endured over the course of history, affecting people around the globe and changing over time, yet still managing to remain a problem in the twenty-first century.

Climate change is a broad term covering many problems that stem from rising global temperatures. Historians, as well as scientists, believe that humans are at fault for some of this change in the climate. Looking back it is likely that the Industrial Revolution affected climate change drastically. When people were leaving their farms to find work in the city, industry intensified even more. Additionally, this urbanization led to a rapid increase in the burning of fossil fuels, which have now been found to create global warming. Urbanization and industrialization along with increased population led us down a path that we are still on around the world and it has led to the destruction of the environment we live in today, not just in England, but all over the world. In many places around the world large populations, urbanization, and industrialization have led to
many environmental problems. Some of them like increasing CO₂ emissions have increased climate change and other problems have damaged water supplies and polluted environments. In Mexico City, for example, the rapid growth of industrial centers has contributed to the development of smog. On some days when the smog is particularly thick people are asked to not drive their vehicles in an effort to improve air quality. Similarly, cities like Beijing face smog pollution as well. As urban lifestyles continue to pollute the environment, global warming worsens. We need to figure out quickly ways to combat global warming to protect his earth and the future for humans.

As our population increases, there is a higher demand for food, water, and shelter. In order to meet this demand, sometimes the environment gets affected unintentionally. During the Green Revolution, attempts were made to help decrease famines and feed the hungry. However, as steps were made to increase food production the environment was an afterthought. The use of chemical pesticides and fertilizers combined with new mechanical machinery is further worsening the environment and ultimately causing more global warming. This, combined with higher populations has eaten up many of the gains of the Green Revolution. (Doc 3) Norman Borlaug who led the Green Revolution admits that in the process of reducing poverty and hunger we have ended up warming the environment. While the Green Revolution was proven to be a major cause of climate change, there are other reasons as well, such as the exploitation of resources. For example, people in the Amazon are seeking resources such as land, wood, oil, and gold for their own needs and profit. (Doc 4) However, in
order to get these resources, people have moved into the Amazon region and have deforested large areas of the Amazon rainforest which is essential in the production of the world’s oxygen. Without the Amazon global warming is worsened. Because the possible profits for products from the Amazon are so great people have been willing to abuse this needed and scarce resource. There are many people who see the importance of protecting the environment as seen in recent years with conferences about climate change as well as protesters like Greta Thunberg. This issue has entered into the 21st century, but with it has come significant changes. As some have begun to recognize the issue, the world has started to have discussions about prevention of future damage. It has caused people to have to change their actions, such as not using chemicals reusing grocery bags, and recycling bottles in order to protect the environment. This problem could potentially worsen if governments, companies, and people put greed ahead of the environment. The world has dealt with climate change throughout modern history. If we as a human race want to prevent any further environmental damage, the time to act is now.
Anchor Level 4-A

The response:
- Identifies and accurately defines climate change as an enduring issue raised in the documents (broad term covering many problems that stem from rising global temperatures)
- Develops a thoughtful argument in some depth for both aspects of the task
- Is both descriptive and analytical (historians as well as scientists believe humans at fault for some of change in climate; likely that Industrial Revolution affected climate change dramatically; urbanization and industrialization along with increased population led down a path still on around the world leading to destruction of environment not just in England but all over world; in many places around world large populations, urbanization, and industrialization led to many environmental problems; as urban lifestyles continue to pollute environment global warming worsens; as steps made to increase food production during Green Revolution environment became afterthought; use of chemical pesticides and fertilizers combined with new mechanical machinery further worsening environment and ultimately causing more global warming eating up many gains of Green Revolution; because possible profits for products from Amazon rainforest so great people willing to abuse this needed and scarce resource)
- Supports the task by incorporating relevant evidence that includes facts, examples, and details from documents 1, 3, and 4
- Supports the task by incorporating relevant outside information (has been in media and has been controversial discussion, especially since President Trump withdrew United States from agreement made in Paris; scientists around world agree that global warming and climate change result of human actions, especially after Industrial Revolution as use of resources caused massive environmental damage causing average world temperatures to increase; United Nations recently warned limited time to change behavior and because people still refuse to change wasteful and damaging behavior doomed to a potential environmental catastrophe; urbanization led to rapid increase in burning of fossil fuels which now have been found to create global warming; rising CO₂ emissions have increased climate change and other problems have damaged water supplies and polluted environments; in Mexico City rapid growth of industrial centers has contributed to development of smog; on some days when smog particularly thick people asked not to drive vehicles in effort to improve air quality; cities such as Beijing face smog pollution as well; large areas of Amazon deforested and rainforest essential to production of world’s oxygen; many people see importance of protecting environment as can be see recent years with conferences about climate change as well as protesters such as Greta Thunberg; discussions to prevent future damage have caused people to change actions such as not using chemicals, reusing grocery bags, and recycling bottles to protect environment)
- Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 4. Good interpretation of document information and historical outside information are integrated throughout the response, especially in the discussion of the impact of climate change today and on future generations. Additional supporting facts and details would be needed to meet the criteria of a Level 5 paper.
The size of the human population is increasing at a very fast rate. If not properly prepared for or slowed, this growth causes more problems for the planet such as depletion of resources, lack of clean water, and hunger. Overpopulation can be defined as a state in which the size of a population creates problems for society. This type of problem is seen world-wide and throughout time. The existence, effects, and history of the overpopulation problem can be seen in Industrial England, modern India, less developed nations, and the Amazon region.

Overpopulation can be a result of an increase in the number of people being born, the consequence of migrations, or the influx of people. During the Industrial Revolution in England rising urbanization as a result of massive migration from the countryside in search of industrial factory jobs led to many problems including horrible working and living conditions, poverty, health problems, and contaminated water supplies. As the population grew, more people lived in the limited urban spaces. Population grew so quickly that health care, sewage, and water supplies could not be maintained properly leading to many deaths. Urban slums continue to plague societies today. In places like India the same issues of an increasing population have led to overcrowded living conditions, a lack of sanitation, and limited access to medical care exist. This is why the Indian government has tried to target overpopulation and large families. In posters and campaigns the government compared large and small families, saying big families lead to “Problems all the way” while small families lead to “Happiness all the way”. The stance of the Indian government on this matter implies that high birth rates
are a prominent problem, suggesting that more children will lead to poverty, hunger, and disease. These governmental programs have had varied success but one of the most successful programs was when India focused on women’s rights. Education, family planning, targeting the Indian patriarchal society, and providing women with economic independence gave women access to job opportunities, microloans, and jobs. Another issue caused by overpopulation is the depletion of resources. With an increase in population, the demand for resources such as clean water and food rises accordingly. However, it is clear that we are using our scarce resources quickly. As depicting the Earth population counter is nearly 8 billion today, our planet’s fossil fuels, wilderness, fisheries and water supplies are nearly empty. Those that remain are often so polluted that they are causing harm to wildlife and human pollution. The oceans are filling up with plastic pollution causing even more problems. Large influxes of people to one area either by high birthrates or mass migrations have affected the area’s resources and have caused massive problems throughout the world.

Despite efforts to ease the effects of overpopulation, the effects can still be felt today. 1750s England and the issues there make clear that the problem of negative impact growth has been around for centuries. 250 years later it is evident that the problem of resource depletion still exists. The problems seems to only have grown to a more global scale, moving from city/nation wide effects to a world-wide-felt shortage/over usage of resources. The consumption of Amazonian resources and migration into the Amazon region has increased population there. Economic forces have driven migrants who desire
profits from natural resources to the area. It seems that the demand has passed the point of sustainability, as more and more people rush to the Amazon for farmland, wood, gold, or other valuable resources. As with all problems, there is of course a push to solve it. Government programs that target large families as well as advances in food production, specifically farming, have potentially created a viable option to help feed a growing population. Despite the efforts of the Green Revolution, we are still not able to ease hunger on the scale that is needed. One other approach to easing the paths of overpopulation is to control birthrates. China also implemented such a solution having a legal limit set on the number of children allowed per family. Overpopulation is a problem that shows no signs of solving itself. As such, we must take greater action to slow it down before the population grows anymore unsustainable, resources become more scarce, and poverty rates skyrocket. Creative solutions to address population growth and its impacts are essential for human survival.
The response:

- Identifies and accurately defines *overpopulation* as an enduring issue raised in the documents (size of human population increasing at very fast rate; state in which size of population creates problems for society)
- Develops a thoughtful argument in some depth for both aspects of the task
- Is both descriptive and analytical (causes problems such as depletion of resources, lack of clean water, and hunger; can be a result of either increase in number of people being born or consequence of migrations or influx of people; during Industrial Revolution in England rising urbanization as result of massive migration from countryside led to many problems including horrible working and living conditions, poverty, health problems, and contaminated water supplies; as population grew more people lived in limited urban spaces; often resources that remain so polluted that causing harm to wildlife and human pollution; large influxes of people to an area either through high birthrates or mass migrations caused massive problems throughout world; problems from overpopulation seemed to have grown to a more global scale moving from city/nation-wide effects to world-wide felt shortage/over using of resources; economic forces have driven migrants who desire profits from natural resources to Amazon area; government programs that target large families as well as advances in food production specifically farming have potentially created a viable option to feed a growing population; despite efforts of Green Revolution still not able to ease hunger on scale that needed)
- Supports the task by incorporating relevant evidence that includes facts, examples, and details from all the documents
- Supports the task by incorporating relevant outside information (population grew so quickly in England that health care, sewage, and water supplies could not be maintained properly leading to many deaths; urban slums continue to plague societies today; Indian government has tried to target overpopulation and large families because increasing population has led to overcrowded living conditions, a lack of sanitation, and limited access to medical care; education, family planning, targeting Indian patriarchal society, and providing women with economic independence gave women access to job opportunities, microloans, and jobs; oceans filling up with plastic pollution causing even more problems; China implemented a solution by setting a legal limit on number of children allowed per family)
- Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion

**Conclusion:** Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 4. The strength of the response is in the integration and analysis of document information employed to discuss the economic and social impacts of overpopulation on industrialization in England and on traditional cultural practices in India. Relevant outside historical information is incorporated into the discussion, but lack of explanation detracts from its effectiveness as in the mention of the One Child Policy in China.
A major problem that has been occurring today and in the past is poverty. It has been around since early civilization and the problem still hasn’t been fixed. This enduring issue has been a part of many societies from the ancient Romans to present-day. Governments and economies are created by those who are able to gain and hold power. In addition they usually hold the wealth as well. Besides those in power, there are a large number of people in these societies who are poor and face major problems due to their poverty. This problem is constantly trying to be fixed, but no solution has been made to fix the problem completely.

During the Industrial Revolution in England, poverty was a large problem. Businessmen and factory owners became very wealthy as they invested in companies, but the workers were less fortunate. The working class was paid very low wages, were forced to live in overcrowded environments, and faced severe poverty (Doc #1). Since so many people were poor, families often made their children go to work in factories and mines in order to afford to live. Diseases were common and people died younger than they did before industrialization happened. This shows that poverty has been a severe problem, even when the time period was thought to be prosperous for the wealthier classes. This was also true more than a thousand years earlier in the Roman Empire where poverty was also a huge problem. Even while the government and wealthy were experiencing Pax Romana the government used the method of bread and circuses to please the poor and keep them content, but it was only a short term fix. Bread and circuses were when the government provided food and entertainment so that the poor would not rebel.
Poverty was also a major problem in India. In this case the problem is due to overpopulation and large family size. In early Indian history some families tended to be quite large and as a result very poor. The parents had to feed and care for many children which became an economic burden and put them in poverty. In more recent history the Indian government has tried to reduce the number of kids parents have, so families can live above the poverty line (Doc #2). The government also tried to change the role of women in society. The goal was to help women become economically independent so they would be more likely to have fewer children. Smaller families and independence for women were major changes from Indian tradition. This method has also been used in China with the one-child policy. While the One Child Policy lowered population growth in China it was accomplished with some major problems, such as female infanticide, aging populations, and a gender imbalance. It has been successful demographically but has had detrimental social effects. In our society today, we are running out of natural resources, as our population is increasing (Doc #5). Currently we are not providing for everyone’s needs in society causing some to live in poverty. As a society, we are trying to address some issues related to poverty such as food insecurity. One way to do this is to produce more food for our society. Programs such as the Green Revolution and other food programs have been used to create food to get people out of poverty (document 3). The Green Revolution was successful in increasing food production. Places that were experiencing food insecurity such as developing countries were able to produce food for millions of desperately poor people. However, this did not get these millions out of
poverty. They remained poor as the wealthy who owned the land simply forced the poor to work on these higher yield farms that were often unhealthy due to the chemicals that were used to help the wealthy gain more personal profit. It is known that if people are well-fed, they can often make their way out of poverty. Poverty is a problem in our society and it has been a large problem since the age of classical empires. It has been a problem and will continue to be one until we find long-term solution. Governments have tried to help this issue but more needs to be done.
The response:

- Identifies and defines *poverty* as an enduring issue raised in the documents (large number of people in societies who are poor and face major problems due to poverty)
- Develops both aspects of the argument with some depth
- Is more descriptive than analytical (has been around since early civilizations and problem still has not been fixed; businessmen and factory owners during Industrial Revolution in England became very wealthy as invested in companies but workers less fortunate; working class paid very low wages, forced to live in overcrowded environments, and faced severe poverty; poor families often made children go to work in factories and mines in order to afford to live; in recent history Indian government trying to reduce number of children so families can live above poverty line; smaller families and independence for women major changes from Indian tradition; trying to address some issues related to poverty such as food insecurity by trying to produce more food; Green Revolution successful in increasing food production but not able to get millions out of poverty)
- Includes some relevant evidence that includes facts, examples, and details from documents 1, 2, 3, and 5
- Includes relevant outside information (a part of many societies from ancient Romans to present day societies; governments and economies created by those able to gain and hold power who usually hold the wealth as well; diseases common during Industrial Revolution and people died younger than before industrialization happened; poverty a huge problem even while government and wealthy experiencing Pax Romana; Roman government used method of bread and circuses to please the poor and keep them content but it was only a short-term fix; Roman government provided food and entertainment so poor would not rebel; while One Child policy lowered population growth in China accomplished with major problems such as female infanticide, aging populations, and a gender imbalance; people in developing countries remained poor despite Green Revolution as wealthy who owned land forced the poor to work on higher yield farms that often unhealthy due to chemicals used to help wealthy gain more personal profit)
- Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion

**Conclusion:** Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. Good document interpretation and outside historical information including a 9th–grade reference to the Roman empire enhance the discussion demonstrating a good understanding of poverty as an enduring issue. However, additional supporting facts and details would have strengthened the response.
The world's population has changed significantly over time. Beginning with the Neolithic revolution there was an increase in population brought about by the change from nomadic to sedentary lifestyle. This new lifestyle meant a more steady supply of food which led to population growth. This trend continued with the formation of cities, interaction, trade, expansion, industrialization, and colonization. But with this increase in population came a need for more food and resources. An enduring issue is the increase in population which led to overuse and exploitation of the environment thus leading to gaps between the wealthy and the poor. As the population increased at a faster rate in the 1800s it put strains on resources as these resources became more scarce. This led people to explore, conquer, and exploit other areas of the world. The rich who controlled the resources got richer as the poor got even more poor. This issue of problems due to overpopulation endured overtime from the Industrial Revolution to the Green revolution to today. A range of resources from food to sources of fuel such as oil have increased in demand as population grows. Norman Borlaug and his ideas helped to greatly increased crop yields however, the resulting increase in population has eaten away at that success (Doc. 3). Norman Borlaug also expressed concern over how food is distributed unevenly. The world has plenty of food to feed the current world population given that many less developed countries eat much less meat as compared to developed countries. (Doc 3) The problem is battling the increasing population while also fighting poverty. Another more recent example of this issue of population growth can be seen in Brazil. Companies are encroaching on native land for
resources such as timber, gold, and oil (Doc 4). Due to decreasing availability of goods, companies must go into the rainforest to find and exploit materials. However, the Amazon rainforest is home to the native Yanomami tribe. As companies chose to make money off these resources, the Yanomami lost their land, resources, and culture. The government gave the Yanomami land to live on much like the reservations given to Native Americans by the US government. This land forced the Yanomami as well as other tribes to give up their way of life. Conflict over oil and water can be seen in the middle east which has a direct link to overconsumption by the world’s growing population. As more people wanted more resources, places like the Middle East became places of conflict. Wars such as the Persian Gulf War were fought over the desire to control oil resources. As populations keep demanding more and more resources the planet has been depleting supplies of fresh water, land, and fish. (Doc 5) The strain on the environment is a direct consequence of population growth. Humans have polluted our air, water, and land. They have destroyed forests changing landscapes forever. If people do not change their ways or find alternative resources, our planet will eventually die. Again increased consumption by the increasing population is the cause of this problem. This issue is significant in that it is important to everyone on this planet. The depletion of resources is primarily caused by the overuse of resources by developed countries but mostly affecting less developed countries right now. However, its continuation will affect other countries soon as well. It has led to rising sea levels and changing weather patterns increasing the number of hurricanes, forest fires,
An enduring issue across times is clearly the increase of population leading to the rapid depletion of resources. This has impacted less developed nations significantly but soon will affect most others. Population growth has continued to become a significant concern to people worried about the future of societies and the environment. More needs to be done to help address this issue.
Anchor Level 3-B

The response:
• Identifies and defines *problems resulting from overpopulation* as an enduring issue raised in the documents (increase in population led to overuse and exploitation of environment)
• Develops both aspects of the argument with some depth
• Is more descriptive than analytical (as population increased at a faster rate in 1800s strains put on resources and they became scarcer; rich who controlled resources got richer as poor got even poorer; increase in crop yields as result of Green Revolution eaten away with increase in population; problems because battling increasing population and poverty at same time; due to decreasing availability of goods companies must go into rainforest to find and exploit materials; strain on environment direct consequence of population growth; humans have destroyed forests changing landscapes forever; if people do not change their ways or find alternative resources our planet will eventually die; increasing consumption by an increasing population the cause of the problem)
• Includes some relevant evidence that includes facts, examples, and details from documents 1, 3, 4, and 5
• Includes relevant outside information (Neolithic Revolution brought about by change from nomadic to sedentary lifestyle which meant a steady supply of food brought about increase in population; scarce resources led people to explore, conquer, and exploit other areas of world; a range of resources from food to sources of fuel such as oil have increased in demand as population grows; fight for oil and fuel can be seen in Middle East which has a direct link to overconsumption by world’s growing population; as more people want more resources places such as Middle East become places of conflict; wars such as Persian Gulf War fought over desire to control oil resources; overuse of resources has led to rising sea levels and changing weather patterns increasing number of hurricanes, forest fires, droughts, and other natural disasters)
• Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. Document interpretation and historical outside information frame a discussion of problems resulting from overpopulation. Good references such as the Neolithic Revolution are included and demonstrate how the problems have continued to be an issue over time but would have benefited from additional supporting facts and details.
Throughout the documents, there was a common theme of the enduring issue surrounding population size/growth. From the beginning of time, population size has been exponentially growing. This increase in population has affected groups of people and have caused problems that are still continuing today.

There are many times in history where population has been an enduring issue. During the Industrial Revolution, many people who used to live in rural areas migrated to urban cities to find work, because many lost their jobs due to the enclosure act. Enclosure sectioned off large plots of land. So many people lost their jobs. With the opening of factories and many in search for employment, this was a recipe for overcrowded environments and horrible conditions. Multiple famines lived in slums and there were garbage in the streets. This affected people’s health and hygiene. In addition, according to Document 1, “Children were sent to factories, where they were exploited and ill-treated.” Not only was this environment unhealthy for children, but it essentially, took away their childhood. This issue has changed over time, because cities are not as crowded and children are required, by law, to attend school. In addition, population growth was a problem in countries like Brazil. In Brazil, urbanization was also present where there was a mass migration from rural areas to urban areas. Many companies would come to Brazil, specifically to the Amazon River, to use Brazil’s resources such as oil and gold (Document 4). However, since the population on Earth is always expanding, there are only so many places people can live. Native rain forest peoples from many tribes are located there. According to Document 4, it expresses, “Their way of life is in serious jeopardy as
they are being displaced by population pressures...” Since our Earth is heavily populated, the indigenous peoples way of life, including how the hunt and gather for food is being disrupted (Document 4). The growing population and the needs and wants of companies are damaging the cultures of many. Also, the issue of the growing population is causing the Earth’s resources to plummet. As seen in Document 5, fossil fuels, the wilderness, fisheries, and water are all “running on E” (in other words, running out). With the growing population, there are more mouths that need water and more houses (lumber) that need to be built. This issue has affected people, because resources are beginning to run out, so not everyone is getting the proper amount of everything they need. In addition, population growth will continue to be an issue, because eventually resources will run out and the population will keep growing.
Anchor Level 2-A

The response:
• Identifies and provides a basic definition of population growth as an enduring issue raised in the documents (population size exponentially growing since beginning of time; Earth heavily populated)
• Minimally develops both aspects of the argument
• Is primarily descriptive (opening of factories a recipe for overcrowded environments and horrible conditions; working in factories essentially took away childhood; population major source of turmoil during Industrial Revolution; since population of Earth always expanding only so many places people can live; growing population and needs and wants of companies damaging cultures of many Native Americans in Brazil; growing population causing Earth’s resources to plummet; with growing population more mouths need water and more houses need to be built; resources are beginning to run out so not everyone is getting proper amount of everything they need; eventually resources will run out and population will keep growing); includes weak and isolated application (cities not as crowded)
• Includes relevant facts, examples, and details from documents 1, 4, and 5
• Presents little relevant outside information (many lost jobs due to Enclosure Acts which sectioned off large plots of land; multiple families lived in slums and garbage in streets affecting people’s health and hygiene; children required by law to attend school)
• Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 2. The explanation of relevant quotations demonstrates a basic understanding of the impact of population growth on people and how it continues to be a problem. Some overgeneralizations of document information are scattered throughout the discussion and weaken the response.
In the past few hundred years the world has faced many issues such as war, famine, and pollution but another issue that has been getting extensively worse is overpopulation. Overpopulation has created many more issues such as unemployment. One of the first issues of this was after Britain’s industrial revolution. So many people moved to one area looking for jobs at factories but found themselves stuck in an overpopulated slum because there were too many people (Document 1). Another notable issue that overpopulation has created is issues with distributing food. There are many areas in the world where there are too many people and not enough food. In the year 2025 there will need to be enough food for 8.3 billion people worldwide. It is questionable if this will be possible (Document 3). Overpopulation has also led to people invading and destroying other people’s land. For example residents of Brazil are moving into the Amazon which is occupied by the Yanomami, a large group of people who have been living in the Amazon. The people of Brazil plan to find resources in the Amazon but in order to do this they must destroy most of the area including the Yanomami’s home. Overpopulation is a very significant problem in today’s world. Although places such as China with it’s one child policy have adressed this problem, the question still stand whether or not this issue is reversible or at least preventable.
Anchor Level 2-B

The response:

- Identifies and provides a basic definition of overpopulation as an enduring issue raised in the documents (many people moved to one area; too many people)
- Minimally develops both aspects of the argument
- Is primarily descriptive (created many more issues such as unemployment and distribution of food; during Britain’s Industrial Revolution many people moved to an area looking for jobs at factories and ended up stuck in an overpopulated slum; in many areas of world too many people and not enough food; it is questionable if will be enough food by 2025; led to people invading and destroying other people’s land)
- Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details from documents 1, 3, and 4
- Presents little relevant outside information (China with its One Child Policy addressed the problem)
- Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction and conclusion

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 2. Brief explanations of document information and a mention of the One Child Policy as China’s attempt to address the issue of overpopulation demonstrates a limited understanding of this enduring issue. Some good conclusions are included but lack of supporting facts and details weakens their effectiveness.
Throughout the course of history the increase of global population has been an enduring issue. The rise in global population has drastically affected supplies and other people! According to document 1, industrialization led to an increase in population. This rise in population would encourage many more people to move to urban areas; many of these people became wealthy. However, many people lived in horrible conditions, children were sent to work where they were ill-treated and exploited.

According to document 2 a deeply ingrained tradition of wanting sons has caused a major increase of couples having more children. The poster in document 2 shows how a bigger family would cause “problems all the way” and a smaller family would result in “happiness all the way.” In document 3 Norman Bourlog speaks about the rising populations affect on the gains of the Green Revolution. The inadequate distribution has drastically affected the diets of many people in 3rd world countries.

In conclusion, whether it be the preference of boys or the industrial revolution. The ever so fast-growing population has affected the supply of fossil fuels, water, fisheries and wilderness.
Anchor Level 1-A

The response:
• Identifies and implies a definition of *rise in population* as an enduring issue raised in the documents (many more people move to urban areas; major increase of couples having more children)
• Minimally addresses both aspects of the argument
• Is descriptive (many people who moved to urban areas became wealthy; many people lived in horrible conditions; deeply ingrained tradition of wanting sons; inadequate distribution of food drastically affected diets of many people in third world countries)
• Includes minimal facts, examples, and details from documents 1, 2, 3, and 5
• Presents no relevant outside information
• Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 1. Although rise in population is not specifically defined the other aspects of the task are minimally addressed with brief summaries of document information that demonstrate a basic understanding of the task. It is implied that growing population continues to be an issue, but the discussion lacks supporting explanations and details.
An enduring issue is a challenge or problem that has been debated or discussed across time. An enduring issue is one that many societies have attempted to address with varying degrees of success. In these documents, an enduring issue is a growing population. As population increases, the demands of goods also increase. The increasing population results in not everyone being fed. According to document 3 it says, “only about half of the population would be fed.” This shows that food supply won’t be enough to feed the world because there’s too much people. According to document 5 because of the increasing population, fossil fuels, wilderness, fisheries and water is running low. According to document 3 it states, “poverty is the main impediment to equitable food distribution, which, in turn, is made more severe by rapid population growth.” Growth populations has affected the world but has changed overtime. In conclusion, growing population has affected the world. Back then poverty has been an obstacle to get food. It could lead to starvation. The Green Revolution is a way people can be fed. Now, there are not as much people in poverty than back then.
Anchor Level 1-B

The response:

- Identifies and implies a definition of *increase in population* as an enduring issue raised in the documents (there are too many people)
- Minimally addresses both aspects of the argument
- Is descriptive (as population increases demands for goods also increases; increasing population results in not everyone being fed; poverty was an obstacle to getting food; poverty could lead to starvation); includes faulty and weak application (now not as many people in poverty as before)
- Includes minimal facts, examples, and details from documents 3 and 5
- Presents no relevant outside information
- Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 1. Quotations of document information followed by brief summary statements demonstrate a limited understanding of the task. A faulty conclusion and lack of supporting facts and details detract and at times confuse the effort.
The world's population is increasing drastically, and it does not seem to be slowing down any time soon. The more people there are, the more resources are needed to keep them alive, and this can be seen across time and place. The impact of population growth is complex in that it affects the standard of living, the environment, social interactions, economic inequalities, and strains on resources. Governments and individuals have sought ways to address these issues that have stemmed from increasing populations. Whether it be in the slums of Great Britain during the Industrial Revolution, the Amazon rain forests where the native are being threatened by population pressures, or in family sizes in India, population increases and the problems that come with it have persisted throughout hundreds of years.

While the number of people has increased globally, the amount of natural resources are being depleted has lead not only to the scarcity of resources but also environmental damage. Population growth and the use of fossil fuels have caused deforestation and the poisoning of water supplies and fisheries.

Many societies throughout time have suffered from population problems. In Industrial England resources were being used and polluted with little care or thought of the future or the environment. Factories would dump waste into the rivers and sewage would run through the streets of cities like London and Manchester. This partly stems from the rise of population that occurred during the Agricultural Revolution. With the passage of the Enclosure Acts people funneled into cities in large numbers taking dangerous, low skill jobs. These jobs were low paying and people were forced to live in
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tenement housing. They could not afford education or health care leading to high birth and death rates. These same issues can also be seen in India in the 1990s. High birth rates caused poverty and overcrowding. The society was populated by many large families who were forced to live in small poor houses often in need of repair and resources such as food needed to feed the children were increasingly scarce. Either way, the main idea is that increased population comes with many problems. A way the government has tried to address these population problems was to produce propaganda posters and public information campaigns that targeted large families. In their eyes smaller families meant more wealth and happiness.

Increased population has persisted throughout multiple time periods due to its intrinsic exponential nature: The more people alive on earth means more people using resources. Obviously, increase in global population is this issue, but sometimes other population issues such as migration cause increased populations in specific parts of the world. Recently more people in Brazil are moving into the Amazon region, a complete opposite shift in population patterns as compared to the British Industrial Revolution, where people actually wanted to move out of rural areas and into cities. Because of this, Brazilians are threatening the Yanomami group’s way of life by relocating them onto reservations. This population increase in the Amazon is the result of internal migration by the increasing births in the Amazon. This type of population increase due to migration can also be seen in the previously mentioned Industrial Revolution, where people went to cities for more job opportunities. The migration in Brazil was into the rainforest for the valuable resources that societies rely on. Attempts to
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fight poverty have had limited success. Norman Borlaug, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate developed new ways to increase food production. However, people did not change their eating and population habits which has resulted in mushrooming population and even greater poverty. The issue might have been solved in the late 1990s if the world’s food supply was simply distributed evenly. However very few people are willing to actually give up their gluttonous lifestyle in exchange for decreasing world poverty and starvation rates. Population increase have often led to a multitude of problems in various regions of the world. These problems have led to hunger, poverty, a lack of access to resources, and environmental degradation. Changing demographics as a result of migration have also caused the displacement of peoples and growth of overpopulated slums. As the number of people continues to grow, governments, organizations, and individuals will need to continue to find ways to assist those less fortunate. Closing the gap between the very wealthy and the very poor is a complex and difficult challenge.
The enduring issue brought to the reader from this set of documents is overpopulation. The documents provided give times or events throughout history of when overpopulation have been detrimental to humans and countries. As explained in the articles, overpopulation is when too many humans reside in one place, or exist in general. Overpopulation is a serious issue because as time goes on, the effects become worse.

In document 1, the author explains the living conditions during a time of overpopulation in England around 1750. The document lists the effects of having too many people residing in one area. A prime example of overpopulation affecting people comes from this document, “... but at the same time the working classes had to live with minimum comforts in overcrowded environments”. Around the time of the Industrial Revolution, the people of England were crowded into small living spaces, and many of them would catch the contagious sickness from the dirty air through one another.

In document 3, the author discusses the continual effects of overpopulation. This document tells of the bad effects of overpopulation that occur from the past and even projected to happen in the future. Document 3 says that there are too many people with not enough supplies to keep people alive and healthy. As the document is describing this idea it states the future plan for growing population. “8.3 billion people projected in 2025, both conventional breeding and biotechnology methodologies will be needed”. The document also provides plans to limit bad effects of overpopulation “the first is the complex task of producing sufficient quantities of the desired foods to satisfy needs... the second task... is to distribute food equitably.”
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This document provides information to prove that overpopulation has an ongoing/continual effect on people.

Document 5 is also a great source for effects of overpopulation. Although it is not a written document, its image is very descriptive. Document 5 shows how as population is increasing, essentials such as fossil fuels, wilderness, fisheries, and water are being taken from earth to help deal with overpopulation. This document shows the effect when the population is about “6,982,347,193”, imagine how much worse it will be if the population continually increases.

Each of the documents provided portray the terrible effects overpopulation has. Overcrowded living areas, lack of food, lack of essentials for living, have gradually increased throughout history as population increased. From past to present, overpopulation has been detrimental to humans, as well as the earth.
Based on the documents, an enduring issue in the world is the significant increase and overflow of population. This overflow causes a significant decrease in necessary materials like food and water. It also causes many other problems.

Document 2 shows how a big family faces many more issues than a small family. Document 5 shows how the population increase is causing a decrease in fossil fuels and water and other important things to humanity. Document 3 explains how the increase in population is causing hunger and more labor in the agricultural field.

Therefore, increase in population is an enduring issue.
Since the Industrial Age, human populations have exponentially increased. Over time this growth has affected our surroundings and led societies to manipulate it for their benefit. The extreme population gains we have seen time and again account for problems such as poverty, starvation, terrible living conditions and loss of natural resources. These problems have occurred as populations compete for living spaces, place strains on infrastructure, education, and medical care, as well as exploit finite resources with the goal of making a profit.

The world population really started growing around the Agricultural and Industrial Revolutions. Since the Agricultural Revolution produced a surplus of food it allowed kids and adults alike to remain healthy and it also encouraged women to have more children, since now they were healthy enough and their children would have enough food in the future as well. Industrialization and related improvements in food production, sanitation, and medicine resulted in an increase in population. Industrialization also led to migration to urban centers. This increase in urban population had terrible effects on the living conditions of the working poor. Families were tightly packed into tenement buildings where filth, overcrowding, and poor hygiene were common. Additionally, diseases like cholera were rampant throughout large cities like London. Urban planning was not able to keep up with the influx of rural migrants into the English cities. The same trend can be seen in growing industrial cities today where population growth has caused the same problems in cities like Mumbai, New Delhi, and Dhaka. Even now, advancements in medicine like vaccines, antibiotics, and care for the
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elderly save and prolong many lives. While these are positive outcomes when considering the human lifespan, it raises new concerns and has caused unforeseen problems in society. As people live longer we face increased strains on global food production, more scarce resources, and more destruction of the environment.

Advancements like these came at a price. The world’s population is around 7-8 billion people now, and many of the world still live in unimaginable poverty and hunger. As the population grows, we use many more natural resources than before, and many of them are non-renewable (Document 5). Our fossil fuels, forests, fisheries, and fresh water supplies are becoming more scarce and polluted. Soon we will not have the natural resources to sustain life on Earth. As populations have increased in the Amazon region due to internal migration, people have searched for more resources ultimately “cutting down rain forests and jungles, while displacing native peoples and animals. For example, in Brazil, people are looking for valuable resources such as timber, gold, oil and land that can be ranched or farmed. To exploit these resources many cutting down rain forests land and displacing rain forest peoples...” (Document 4). Since populations are rising, natural resources are being depleted, and natural habitats and homelands are being destroyed and people are living in more unfavorable environments.

Population increase also contributes to extreme poverty and starvation. While there is food security in developed countries, it’s even more severe in less developed countries. The high populations in these less developed countries tend to contribute to greater poverty and hunger. Norman Borlaug sought to address this issue of food...
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insecurity by developing new agricultural techniques that would increase food production drastically. (Document 3). This coupled with transportation advances allowed for more food to be produced and distributed around the world. However, this hasn’t been equitable and so it is not enough to feed the entire world’s population. As a result of the growing population there was an increasing gap between the rich and the poor. One solution some governments have proposed to curb population growth is by developing family planning initiatives. For example, in India the government encouraged citizens to find happiness in smaller family sizes. Additionally the Indian government promoted women to become more independent — again in hopes of decreasing family size. As one poster explained, a small family leads to more happiness and success and a decrease in poverty. This is because with smaller families, there will be enough money and food to provide for everyone, rather than not having enough for a big family which could lead to hunger, disease, and strife. Another country that promoted a population control initiative is China. The One Child Policy was started because China’s population growth was out of control. Under this policy families were allowed to have only one child. This along with Deng’s Four Modernizations caused many to get more wealth and be able to provide for their families and allow more people, both young and old, to survive. Population growth sometimes results in there being too little food and money for the poor, and this contributes to the horrible state of life in less developed countries with huge populations. An enduring issue throughout all of time has been rising population rates. This has led to the depletion of natural resources,
homeland and habitats. Additionally, poverty and starvation have increased since there isn’t enough food and money for the poor. This cycle of rising population rates and growth of poverty continues today. Humans rising populations have led to many problems that have no easy solutions. However, governments have attempted to reduce population growth with some success. Today, many organizations help people who suffer from the impacts of growing population.
Houses and spaces seem to be getting smaller and smaller due to the amount of people of earth. With almost seven billion people on earth in 1998 to an estimated 8.3 billion in 2025, the world and its resources cannot keep up (Doc 3). Resources are being used up, there is overcrowding in our urban areas and the status of the environment is declining. The rapid growth of the world’s population affects both the planet and the people living on it in extreme ways.

The earth is running out of resources. Our fossil fuels which are nonrenewable resources are being completely used up and the wilderness areas, including our rain forests are being deforested. In addition to the using of resources our fisheries and water sources are being polluted and the air is full of CO₂ emissions caused by the burning of fossil fuels. We are “Running on Empty” (Doc 5). Not only does it show the impact that people have had on the earth but it also shows that there has been a change over time. Earth used to be full of resources and able to provide more than necessary to everyone, but now resources are being quickly depleted. However, this depletion is affecting people around the world differently. The rich developed countries are using more resources yet the countries that are suffering are the poorer developing countries. They do not have what they need, so many people are forced to immigrate and move somewhere else.

Along with individuals, companies are moving as well to get resources and space. In Brazil, for instance, people and companies are moving into the Amazon region causing the displacement of relatively large populations of people like the Yanomami and the extinction of plants and animals. (Doc 4). The usage of resources has an impact on everyone, especially when people are living close together.
In India, resources are also becoming more scarce due to overpopulation. This has caused many problems such as poverty, health care problems, and overcrowded houses. A poster campaign started by the India Ministry of Health and Family Welfare shows the limited resources when families have too many children. In this case, though it is about how smaller families are better for themselves and environment. A poster from 1992 shows the contrasting conditions of a large family and a small family. On one side is a family of eight. They look unhappy and starved. On the other side is a family of four. They, on the other hand, look happy and prosperous (Doc 2). While the poster shows the impact on the family mainly, it also shows the impact on the family’s surroundings. On the side of the large family, the house is beaten up, trees have no leaves, and the ground is bare. On the side of the small family, the house is beautiful and the shrubbery is thriving. Propaganda campaigns were created to try to reverse or help address some of the problems that can be caused by population. Essentially, they said with large families, people are poor, hungry, and live in poor conditions whereas with small families, people are much better off. Campaigns like this have been somewhat successful. Family size in India has decreased tremendously, and with smaller families, people do have more opportunities.

In 1750, England began its Industrial Revolution. Factories were being built providing jobs and goods, and many residential buildings were built. Like in many places where population is too large, there was tremendous poverty leading to many of the houses becoming crowded tenements. People had poor health, few had indoor plumbing, and most had extremely small apartments. The jobs they
worked were dangerous, poor paying, and long hours. This same thing is still happening in places today. The difference with the 1750s and the 21st century, though, is obviously the fact that there are even more people, but also there is not as much space for buildings because the space has often been used up. Another difference is that it is not happening in places like England. It is now happening in places like China, Vietnam, and Indonesia. It is truly saddening to know that conditions for the planet and its inhabitants are worsening, especially when looking back at how prosperous life was for some, especially in developed countries.

Sparked in the past and continuing on to today, rapid population growth is a major influences of where people live, what they eat and do, and how they live. The same can be said about the planet. It is fully affected by the population through its resources and pollution. Hopefully solutions will be found in the future for population problems like unemployment, starvation, homelessness, and the depletion of resources before it is far too late.
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The response:

- Identifies and accurately defines *population growth* as an enduring issue raised in the documents (impact complex in that it affects standard of living, the environment, social interactions, economic inequalities, and strains on resources).
- Develops a thoughtful argument in some depth for both aspects of the task.
- Is both descriptive and analytical (more people means more resources needed to keep them alive; in Industrial England resources used and polluted with little care or thought of future or environment; Indian government tried to address population problems with campaigns targeting large families as believed smaller families meant more wealth and happiness; sometimes population issues such as migration cause increased populations in specific parts of world; recently more people moving into Amazon region of Brazil—a complete opposite shift in population patterns as compared to Industrial England when people migrated to cities; population increase in Amazon result of internal migration rather than by increasing births; people did not change eating and population habits as result of Green Revolution which has resulted in mushrooming population and even greater poverty; closing the gap between very wealthy and very poor a complex and difficult challenge).
- Supports the task by incorporating relevant evidence that includes facts, examples, and details from all the documents.
- Supports the task by incorporating relevant outside information (use of fossil fuels has caused deforestation and poisoning of water supplies and fisheries; factories in Industrial England would dump waste into rivers and sewage would run through streets of cities such as London and Manchester; problems in Industrial England partly a result of rise of population during Agricultural Revolution; with passage of Enclosure Acts people funneled into cities in large numbers taking dangerous low skill jobs; jobs in Industrial England low paying so people forced to live in tenement housing and could not afford education or health care leading to high birth and death rates which can be seen in 1990s India; changing demographics as a result of migration has caused displacement of peoples and growth of overpopulated slums).
- Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion.

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 4. Relevant outside information and analytic statements support document interpretation demonstrating a good understanding of population growth as an enduring issue, especially in the discussion of the Industrial Revolution in England. The treatment of other areas such as the Amazon region in Brazil and the Green Revolution focus on document interpretation and would have benefited from additional supporting facts and details.
Practice Paper B—Score Level 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The response:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identifies and provides a basic definition of <em>overpopulation</em> as an enduring issue raised in the documents (happens when too many humans reside in one place or exist in general; too many people with not enough supplies to keep people alive and healthy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimally develops both aspects of the argument</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is primarily descriptive (as time goes on effects become worse; if population continues to increase situation will be much worse; overcrowded living areas, lack of food, and lack of essentials for living have gradually increased as population increased; providing sufficient quantities of food to satisfy needs and distributing food equitably are complex tasks; essentials such as fossil fuels, wilderness, fisheries, and water being taken from Earth to help deal with overpopulation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details from documents 1, 3, and 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presents little relevant outside information (during Industrial Revolution many people would catch contagious sickness from one another)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion:** Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 2. Quotations and brief summaries of document information address the enduring issue of overpopulation and demonstrate a limited understanding of the task. Methodical and simplistic use of document information and statements which lack supporting facts and details weaken the effort.
**The response:**

- Identifies, but does not define, *increase in population* as an enduring issue raised in the documents
- Minimally addresses both aspects of the argument
- Is descriptive (overflow of population causes significant decrease in necessary materials such as food and water and many other problems; population increase causing decrease in important things to humanity); includes faulty and weak application (increase in population causing more labor in the agricultural field)
- Includes minimal facts, examples, and details from documents 2, 3, and 5
- Presents no relevant outside information
- Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion

**Conclusion:** Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 1. A brief statement summarizes each document used in the discussion. Despite some misinterpretation of document 3 a limited understanding of the task is indicated.
The response:
• Clearly identifies and accurately defines *increase in population growth* as an enduring issue raised in the documents (extreme population gains cause problems such as poverty, starvation, terrible living conditions, and loss of natural resources; started growing around Agricultural and Industrial Revolutions)
• Develops an even, thoughtful, and in-depth argument for both aspects of the task
• Is more analytical than descriptive (industrialization resulted in increase in population because people employed, had money, and could provide for families without fear of dying of hunger; much of world’s population still live in unimaginable poverty and hunger; as population grows use many more natural resources than before and world cannot replenish them; soon will not have enough natural resources to sustain life on earth; since natural resources are being depleted natural habitats and homelands are being destroyed and people living in more unfavorable environments; while there is food scarcity in developed countries it is even more severe in less developed countries; high population in less developed countries tends to contribute to greater poverty and hunger; governments have proposed family planning initiatives to curb population growth)
• Richly supports the task by incorporating relevant evidence that includes facts, examples, and details from all the documents
• Richly supports the task by incorporating substantial relevant outside information (problems occur as populations compete for living spaces, place strains on infrastructure, education, and medical care as well as exploit finite resources with goal of making a profit; Agricultural Revolution produced surplus of food allowing children and adults alike to remain healthy and encouraged women to have more children since healthy enough and children would have enough food in future as well; families tightly packed into tenement buildings where filth, overcrowding, and poor hygiene common; diseases such as cholera rampant throughout large cities such as London; urban planning not able to keep up with influx of rural migrants into English cities; in growing industrial cities today such as Mumbai, New Delhi, and Dhaka seeing problems of population growth; advancements in medicine such as vaccines, antibiotics, and care for elderly save and prolong many lives; prolonging lives raises new concerns and caused unforeseen problems such as increased strains on global food production, more scarce resources, and more destruction of environment; drastic increases in food production coupled with transportation advances allowed for more food to be produced and distributed around the world although lack of equity means it is not enough to feed the entire world’s population; China’s One Child Policy started because China’s population growth out of control; One Child Policy and Deng’s Four Modernizations caused many to get more wealth and be able to provide for families allowing more people both young and old to survive; governments and organizations today have attempted to reduce population growth)
• Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 5. The response demonstrates a depth of understanding in the connections between historical and current circumstances. Substantive relevant historical details support document interpretation in an analytic discussion.
The response:

- Identifies and defines *impact of population growth* as an enduring issue raised in the documents (resources being used up, overcrowding in areas, and status of environment declining; rapid growth of population affects both the planet and people living on the planet in extreme ways)
- Develops both aspects of the argument with some depth
- Is more descriptive than analytical (houses and spaces seem to be getting smaller and smaller due to amount of people on earth; world and its resources cannot keep up with population growth; fossil fuels which are nonrenewable resources being completely used up and wilderness areas including rainforests being deforested; earth used to be full of resources and able to provide more than necessary for everyone but now resources being quickly depleted; in India scarce resources causing problems such as poverty, health care problems, and overcrowded houses; propaganda campaigns created to try to reverse or help address some of problems caused by population; sad to know that conditions for planet and its inhabitants worsening, especially when looking back at how prosperous life was for some, especially in developed countries)
- Includes some relevant evidence that includes facts, examples, and details from all the documents
- Includes relevant outside information (fisheries and water sources being polluted and air full of CO₂ emissions caused by burning of fossil fuels; rich developed countries using more resources yet countries that are suffering are poorer developing countries who do not have what they need; people and companies moving into Amazon region causing extinction of plants and animals; family size in India has decreased tremendously and with smaller families people do have more opportunities; during Industrial Revolution in England tremendous poverty led to many houses becoming crowded tenements; people in Industrial England had poor health, few had indoor plumbing, and most had extremely small apartments; jobs in Industrial England dangerous, poor paying, and long hours similar to what is happening in places today such as China, Vietnam, and Indonesia)
- Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion

**Conclusion:** Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. Detailed interpretation of document information, especially document 2, and some relevant outside information demonstrate an understanding of the task. Some good conclusions are included but more analysis and greater depth would have improved the effort.
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